CM RELIEF FUND FOR COVID-19 ATAN SUM LUT (dt 23.4.2020, time 3:00 P.M.)

No.545/2020-2021

COVID-19 hripui lengl do tura mi thahnemngai tak takte atangin puih ngaite puihna tura Chief Minister's Relief Fund ah nitin sum chhunluh a nih thin avangin Chief Minister chuan lawmthu a sawi a. Nimin chawhnu dar 3 atanga vawiin chawhnu dar 3 thlenga sum hmuhte chu a hnuai a mi ang hi a ni:

1) Zothan Auto Works, Aizawl - Rs. 5,00,000

2) Westside, Aizawl - Rs. 1,50,000

3) Pu Rualchhina, Ex-MLA, Luangmual, Aizawl, - Rs.50,000

4) Higher & Technical Institute of Mizoram (HATIM), BCM, Lunglei - Rs. 55,000 (Lunglei HPC Vice Chairman in a dawng a ni)

5) Mizoram Chemists and Druggists Assn. - Rs. 50,000

6) Food, Civil Supplies and Consumer Affairs Department thawktute hlawh thawkhawm - Rs. 9,47,800 (Directorate, District Offices, Legal Metrology Office)

Heng bakah hian hmingthup atangin Rs. 10,00,000 dawn a ni bawk.

Tihian COVID-19 dona tura CM Relief Fund a sum lut tawh zat zawng zawng chu Rs. 6.5 crores a tling tawh a. Hemi atang hian Committee on Utilization of CM Relief Fund for Covid-19 in ruahmanna a siam ang zelin state chhung leh state pawnah puih ngaileh buaipui ngaite tan hman a ni thin.

Attachment